Abstract-Mobile robots with complex morphology are essential for traversing rough terrains in Urban Search & Rescue missions (USAR). Since teleoperation of the complex morphology causes high cognitive load of the operator, the morphology is controlled autonomously. The autonomous control measures the robot state and surrounding terrain which is usually only partially observable, and thus the data are often incomplete. We marginalize the control over the missing measurements and evaluate an explicit safety condition. If the safety condition is violated, tactile terrain exploration by the body-mounted robotic arm gathers the missing data.
I. INTRODUCTION

S INCE exploration of unknown disaster areas during Urban
Search & Rescue missions (USAR) is often dangerous, teleoperated robotic platforms are usually used as a suitable replacement for human rescuers. Motivation to our research comes from field experiments with a tracked mobile robot with four articulated subtracks (flippers, see Fig. 1 ). The robot morphology allows to traverse complex terrain. A high number of articulated parts brings, however, more degrees of freedom to be controlled. Manual control of all available degrees of freedom leads to undesired cognitive load of the operator, whose attention should be rather focused on reaching the higher-level USAR goals. To reduce the cognitive load of the operator, the autonomy of the platform has to be increased; however, it still has to fall within the bounds accepted by the operators-a compromise known as accepted autonomy has to be reached [1] .
In [2] , a Reinforcement-Learning-based autonomous control (AC) of robot morphology (configuration of flippers) is proposed. Its goal is to allow smooth and safe traversal of complex and previously unknown terrain while letting the operator specify the desired speed vector. The traversing task is called Adaptive Traversal (AT). Natural and disaster environments (such as forests or collapsed buildings) yield many challenges that include incomplete or incorrect data due to reflective surfaces such as water, occluded view, presence of smoke, and deformable terrain such as deep snow or piles of rubble. Since simple interpolation of the missing terrain profile has proved to be insufficient, we presented an improved AC algorithm that better handles incomplete sensory data (using marginalization) [3] .
In this work, we extend and improve the AC pipeline introduced in our previously published work [2] , [3] (see Fig. 2 for an overview). The novel contributions include: (i) introducing a safety measure which allows to invoke tactile exploration of non-visible terrain if needed; (ii) several strategies for the tactile exploration with a body-mounted robotic arm; (iii) two Q-function representations which allow easier marginalization and achieve comparable (or better) results; (iv) and finally, an extensive experimental evaluation of the Autonomous Control. The real-world experiments cover more than 115 minutes of robot time during which the robot traveled 775 meters over rough terrain obstacles.
II. RELATED WORK
Many approaches focus on optimal robot motion control in environments with a known map, leading rather to the research field of trajectory planning [4] , [5] , [6] . Contrary to planning, AC is useful in previously unknown environments and hence can provide crucial support to the actual procedure of map creation. We rather perceive AC as an independent complement to trajectory planning and not as its substitution.
Many authors [7] , [4] , [8] estimate terrain traversability only from exteroceptive measurements (e.g. laser scans) and plan the (flipper) motion in advance. In our experience, when the robot is teleoperated, it is often impossible to plan the flipper trajectory in advance from the exteroceptive measurements only. The reasons are three-fold: (i) it is not known in advance, which way is the operator going to lead the robot, (ii) the environment is usually only partially observable, (iii) analytic modeling of Robot-Terrain Interaction (RTI) in a real environment is very challenging because the robot can slip or the terrain may deform. Ho et al. [9] directly predict the terrain deformation only from exteroceptive measurements to estimate traversability. They do not provide any alternative solution when exteroceptive measurements are missing. Abbeel et al. [10] use a different approach-they use only proprioceptive measurements for helicopter control, which often works well for aerial vehicles (unless obstacle avoidance is required). We propose that reactive control based on all available measurements is needed for ground vehicles (where obstacle avoidance or robot-ground interaction is essential).
An ample amount of work [11] , [12] , [13] has been devoted to the recognition of traversal-related manually defined classes (e.g. surface type, expected power consumption or slippage coefficient). However, such classes are often weakly connected to the way the robot can actually interact with the terrain. Few papers describe the estimation of RTI directly. For example, Kim et al. [14] estimate whether the terrain is traversable or not, and Ojeda et al. [15] estimate power consumption on different terrain types. In literature, the RTI properties are usually specified explicitly [15] , [16] , [14] or implicitly (e.g. state estimation correction coefficient [17] , [18] ).
Since RTI properties do not directly determine the optimal reactive control, their estimation can be completely avoided. Zhong et al. [19] present a trajectory tracking approach, in which they control a hexapodal robot and utilize force sensors in the legs to detect unexpected obstacles and walk over them. The algorithm tries to minimize the trajectory error caused by obstacles, so that the underlying controller does not need to take them into account. We proposed a different algorithm [2] that explicitly takes the terrain into account (which should yield better results than trying to hide the terrain from the controller). The algorithm is based on Reinforcement Learning, which has been successfully used e.g. in learning propeller control for acrobatic tricks with an RC helicopter [10] , [20] . Since it is possible to model the helicopter-air interactions quite plausibly, an RTI model can be used to speed up the learning. In case of ground vehicles, analytical modeling of RTI is very difficult. Therefore, we rather focus on a model-free RL technique called Q-learning (used e.g. to find optimal control in [21] ). In Q-learning, state is mapped to optimal actions by taking "argmax" of the socalled Q function (the sum of discounted rewards). In our case, the state space has high dimension (some dimensions with continuous domain), and therefore the Q function cannot be trained for all state-action pairs. Thus, it is modeled either by Regression Forests (RF) or by Gaussian Processes (GP). Regression Forests are known to provide good performance when a huge training set is available [22] , with learning complexity linear in the number of training samples. Gaussian Processes present an efficient solution in the context of Reinforcement Learning for control [23] .
To deal with incomplete data, the Q function values have to be marginalized over missing features. Such marginalization is often tackled by sampling [24] , [25] or EM algorithm [26] . Especially for GPs with Squared Exponential kernel, the Moment Matching marginalization method was proposed by Deisenroth et al. [23] . Marginalization by Gibbs sampling was evaluated for GPs and piecewise constant functions in [3] .
We are not aware of any real mobile platform which would use a robot arm as an active sensor for inspecting unknown terrain. Most of the efforts in active inference are directed towards active classification [27] , [28] , [29] or active 3D reconstruction. Doumanoglou et al. [27] use two robotic arms for folding an unknown piece of cloth whose type is recognized from RGBD data (Kinect). One view is usually insufficient, therefore the cloth needs to be turned around to generate an alternative view. The turning action is implicitly learned with Decision Forests. Bjorkman et al. [28] also recognize objects from RGB-D data. In contrast to [27] , Bjorkman et al. use the robotic arm as an active sensor, to touch the selfoccluded part of the object in order to reconstruct the invisible 3D shape. While all these classification approaches actively evaluate features in order to discriminate the true (single) object class from other possible classes as fast as possible, the Q-learning-based inference presented here evaluates the features in order to find some of the (multiple) suitable flipper configurations that allow for a safe and efficient traversal.
III. OVERVIEW
Q-learning:
The proposed AT solution is adapted from the RL technique called Q-learning (described first to emphasize the differences). The first step in the learning process is driving manually the robot over obstacles to collect a dataset. The state x (e.g. body pitch angle or terrain shape; see Section IV) is sampled at regular time intervals t = 0, 1, . . . , T . At each time instant t, the operator chooses an action c t (e.g. the desired flipper positions) that allows to go over the obstacle. After the dataset is collected, each state-action pair (c t , x t ) is assigned a reward r t reflecting suitability of choosing the action in the given state.
Then the iterative Q-learning process starts, which estimates the q t -values that represent the sum of discounted rewards the robot can gather by starting in state x t , executing action c t , and always taking the action leading to maximum q from the following state onwards [30] . The q t and Q values are computed using the recurrent Q-learning formulas [31] :
where q
is the learning rate and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. From the computation above, it follows that
When the Q-learning is done, we denote Q = Q i and q t = q t i , and the optimal action can be computed as:
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QPDF:
In this paper, we generalize the standard Q-learning to an algorithm that learns a distribution called QPDF instead of the Q function. For the QPDF (denoted as p(q|c, x)) it holds that
There are two reasons for modeling the full QPDF: (i) measuring the safety of flipper configurations and (ii) marginalization when only incomplete measurements of x are available. In Section V, two QPDF models are presented: (i) Regression Forests and (ii) Uncertain Gaussian Processes. Given the QPDF and full feature vector x, the optimal action c * (x) is:
Missing Data: While proprioceptive data are usually fully available, the exteroceptive data are often incomplete. This occurs in case of reflective surfaces such as water or in presence of smoke. We denote the missing parts of measurements as x, and the available measurements as x, i.e. x = [x, x]. In the case that x is not empty, p(q|c, x) is marginalized over the missing data x to estimate p(q|c, x). The marginalization processes for different QPDF models are described in Section V. Given the marginalized distribution p(q|c, x) and measurement x, the optimal action c * is estimated by a small modification of Equation 4:
Any state-action pair yielding a negative q-value is interpreted as unsafe considering our definition of the reward function 1 . Therefore, the probability that the q-value is positive (safe) can be computed, and only sufficiently safe state-action pairs are to be considered further. The general trend is that the more features are missing, the higher is the scatter of q-values. Hence, we define the safety measure
that corresponds to the probability of achieving a safe state (q ≥ 0) with action c. Search for the optimal action c * ( Equation 5) is restricted only to safe actions:
Active Exploration: If none of the available actions satisfies the safety condition (Equation 7), the robotic arm is used to measure some of the missing terrain features; see Fig. 2 for the pipeline overview. In Section VI, we propose several strategies that guide the active exploration of missing features in order to find a safe action as fast as possible. If all terrain features have already been measured and there is still no action satisfying the safety condition, manual flipper control is requested from the operator. Example of insufficient data. An active exploration is necessary. The left figure shows the input data; the missing heights in the DEM are outlined by red crosses in a blue rectangle, pitch is denoted by α, mean absolute current over both main tracks is denoted Im, mean absolute current in the engines lifting the front flippers is denoted by I f . More details on the features are given in Section IV. The right figure contains QPDFs for the five flipper configurations ("*-shape"). The horizontal axis corresponds to the sum of discounted rewards (higher are better), vertical axis contains QPDF. Figure adapted from [3] . Fig. 3 shows an example situation when active exploration is needed. Looking at the right figure, the highest value of the safety measure S(c, x) is approximately 0.5. If the safety limit ǫ is 0.8, tactile exploration is activated, because no action satisfies the safety limit in the current state.
IV. ADAPTIVE TRAVERSABILITY TASK
The AT task is solved for a tracked robot equipped with two main tracks, four independent articulated subtracks (flippers) with customizable compliance 2 , rotating 2D laser scanner (SICK LMS-151), Kinova Jaco robotic arm, and an IMU (Xsens Mti-G); see Fig. 1 . The task is detailed in the following paragraphs, and a short summary is given in Table I .
States: The state of the robot and the local neighboring terrain is modeled as n-dimensional feature vector x ∈ R n consisting of: i) exteroceptive features: Individual scans from one sweep of the rotating laser scanner (3 seconds) are put into an Octomap [32] with cube size of 5 cm. This Octomap is then cropped to close neighborhood of the robot (50 cm × 200 cm size). Further, the cubes are aggregated into 10 cm × 10 cm columns and mean height in each of these 
Actions:
The robot has many degrees of freedom, but only some of them are relevant to the traversal. The speed and heading of the robot are controlled by the operator. AC is used to control the pose of the four flippers and their compliance, yielding together 8 DOF. Further simplification of the action space is allowed by observations made during experimentsonly 4 discrete (laterally symmetric) flipper configurations are enough for most of the terrain types, and 2 different levels of compliance are also sufficient. The arm has to be in a stable default "transport" position when the robot moves, so its DOFs are ignored. Finally, 5 flipper configurations denoted by c ∈ C = {1 . . . 5} are defined. These configurations named I-shape, V-shape, L-shape, U-shape soft and U-shape hard are described in detail in [2] .
Rewards:
The reward function r(c, x) : (C × R n ) → R assigns a real-valued reward for using c in state x. It is expressed as a weighted sum of (i) user-denoted bipolar penalty s c,x specifying whether executing c in state x is permitted (safe), (ii) high pitch angle penalty (preventing robot's flipover), and (iii) the motion roughness penalty measured by accelerometers.
V. QPDF REPRESENTATION AND LEARNING
In our previous work [2] piecewise constant functions were introduced as a method to represent Q functions. For the case of missing features, Gaussian Processes with Rational Quadratic kernel were used to represent Q functions in our following work [3] . In the latter work, Regression Forests are trained on fetaures completed by Gibbs sampling marginalization of the missing features. In this section, we propose two new approaches to QPDF representation that tackle the case of incomplete data.
A. Regression Forests
The first method is based on Regression Forests with incomplete data on their input, representing the QPDF in their leaves (instead of first estimating the missing features and then computing Q from a full feature vector, as the previous method does). Thus we avoid the unnecessary step of reconstructing the missing features, and can directly use the incomplete input to estimate QPDF.
Learning: The QPDF for each configuration is modeled independently by a Regression Forest. The trees are constructed sequentially, always building one until all leaves are terminal (see further), and then starting to build another one. To train each particular tree, a training set consisting of m training samples [x 1 , . . . , x m ] is given, with corresponding q-values
⊤ . The tree is built by a greedy recurrent algorithm, that selects the splitting feature j * ∈ J = {1 . . . n} and split threshold s * . The splitting feature and threshold are selected to minimize the weighted variance of q-values in the left and right sub-tree in each node as follows [3] :
where R 1 (s, j) = {k | x j k ≤ s} is the set of indices descending to the left sub-tree, and R 2 (s, j) = {k | x j k > s} is the set of indices descending into the right sub-tree. The tree is constructed recursively. If a stopping criterion is satisfied (either minimum number of samples per node, or tree height), a terminal leaf is created, which contains discretized QPDF histogram (estimated from q-values of all training samples that descended to that leaf). Specifically, if the value of the splitting feature is unknown in sample x i (e.g. occluded), then it descends into both sub-trees.
Marginalization: To obtain the marginalized distribution p(q|c, x), sample x is put to the input of the forest. If a tested feature is missing in x, the algorithm descends into both subtrees similarly to the learning procedure. The final QPDF is then a weighted average of histograms in all reached leaves in all trees (properly normalized to be a distribution). Weights are given by prior probabilities of leaves estimated from training data. We call this Multiple Leaves marginalization. and can be understood as joint Gaussian distributions over random functions. The essential part of GP learning is given by the choice of a kernel function (parametrized by a set of hyper-parameters θ). We use the common Squared Exponential kernel function (SE), for which the Uncertain Gaussian Processes are derived in [33] . This allows processing features with unknown or uncertain values. In case Uncertain GPs are not necessary, i.e. Gibbs sampling is used to handle uncertain values (as in [3] ), the Rational Quadratic (RQ) kernel that performs slightly better than SE can be used. Both SE and RQ kernels enable Automatic Relevance Determination [34] , which can be interpreted as embedded feature selection performed automatically when optimizing over the kernel hyperparameters θ. The ARD values are utilized in Section VI-B.
Learning: A standard regression model is used, assuming the data
and the QPDF. For each configuration c, the Uncertain GP learning procedure is used to train a GP model that predicts the given q-values. The learning procedure 3 is described in detail in [33] . Marginalization: GPs consider h as a random function in order to infer posterior distribution p(h|D) over h from the GP prior p(h), the data D, and assumption on smoothness of h [33] . The posterior is estimated to make predictions at inputs (the testing data) x ∈ R n about the function values h(x), which can be used as the QPDF. Since the posterior is no longer a Gaussian, it is approximated by a Gaussian distribution, using e.g. the Moment Matching method described in [23] .
VI. TACTILE TERRAIN EXPLORATION
Given the QPDF, safety condition (Equation 7) is evaluated for all possible configurations. If more than one safe configuration exists, AC chooses the one that yields the highest q-value mean. If none of the configurations is safe, the robot is stopped and Tactile Terrain Exploration (TTE) is triggered (example situation is depicted in Fig. 3 ). This exploration utilizes the robotic arm to measure the height in DEM bins in which measurements are missing 4 . The arm actively explores the missing heights until the safety condition (Equation 7) is satisfied for at least one configuration, or there are no more missing heights (we refer to both these cases as final states). If the state in the latter case is still unsafe, the operator is asked to control the flippers manually.
We propose several TTE strategies. The simplest TTE strategy selects the bin to be explored randomly from the set of all missing bins-we refer to this strategy as Random. Further, we propose and evaluate also two better TTE strategies: (i) the Reinforcement-Learning-based strategy trained on synthetically generated training exploration roll-outs (further referred to as RL strategy), and (ii) a strategy based on Automatic Relevance Determination coefficients for QPDFs modeled by the GP (further referred to as the ARD strategy). 3 Due to the page limitation, the detailed equations are not given here. 4 The exploration using robotic arm is inherently slow. However, when needed, it is still worth the extra time.
A. RL from Synthetically Generated Training Set
The Reinforcement-Learning-based TTE learns a policy that minimizes the number n of tactile measurements needed to satisfy the safety condition. In our implementation, a state is the union of the state used in the AT task (i.e. the proprioceptive and exteroceptive measurements), and the binary mask denoting DEM bins with missing heights. Actions are discrete decisions to measure the height in particular bins. Rewards equal zero until a final state is reached. In the final state, the roll-out ends and a reward equal to 1/n is assigned (i.e. the longer it takes, the lower the reward).
Since it is not easy to collect sufficient amount of real examples with naturally missing features, we generate training samples from the real data with synthetically occluded DEMs. The active exploration policy is thus trained by revealing the already known (but synthetically occluded) heights. The Qlearning algorithm learns the strategy in several episodes. The initial training set is generated by simulating thousands of TTE roll-outs with the Random strategy. The Q function is modeled by a Regression Forest similar to the one used in Section V (but this Q function is different from the one used for Autonomous Control!). Once the Q function is learned, the corresponding strategy is used to guide training data collection in the following episode by the DAgger algorithm [35] . In each episode of the DAgger algorithm, the learned policy is used to select bins just with 0.5 probability, otherwise the Random strategy is used (which supports exploration in the policy space). After each episode, the policy is updated using the Q-learning recurrent formula (Equation 1).
B. ARD for Gaussian Processes
In Section V-B, it is mentioned that both SE and RQ kernels allow for Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD), which acts as feature selection. The ARD values are computed during kernel hyper-parameters optimization (when training the GP), so no extra computing power is needed. When the learning is done, for each dimension (feature) d of the input data, we have a number ARD(d) that describes how much this dimension influences the output of the GP (lower values mean higher importance). The TTE strategy utilizing ARD values is as follows: i) estimate QPDFs using all GP models, ii) select the action (GP model) with the highest Q-value (QPDF mean), iii) in this GP, compare ARD(d) values for all DEM bin features that are missing in the current state, and choose the bin with the minimum ARD(d) value, iv) the chosen bin is then explored using the arm. This corresponds to choosing the missing feature whose value, if known, maximally influences the QPDFs.
EXPERIMENTS
Experimental evaluation is divided into three sections. In Section VII, we test the ability of AC to decrease cognitive load of human operators while maintaining roughly the same or better performance. Experiments in Section VIII demonstrate that if the DEM is partially occluded, the proposed method yields better results than the previous methods. Last, Section IX compares Random, ARD and RL methods for tactile exploration.
In the experiments, different Q function/QPDF representations are denoted by PWC for piecewise constant function proposed in [2] , GP-RQ stands for Gaussian Processes with Rational Quadratic kernel used in [3] , GP-SE denotes the Uncertain GPs with Squared Exponential kernel, and finally the Regression Forests defined in Section V are referred to as Forest. The PWC and GP-RQ models can be used either with Least Squares (LSq) interpolation of missing features, or with Gibbs sampling used to marginalize the Q function over the missing data. Regression Forests utilize the Multiple Leaves marginalization.
A metric called success rate is used throughout the experiments to measure the traversal performance both on training data (in the learning phase) and on test data. It requires that the bipolar manually-assigned part of reward s c,x defined in Section IV is assigned for all actions in all states in the dataset (not just for a single action, as is required for the learning). The success rate denotes the ratio of states, in which the AC algorithm selects one of the desired (safe) configurations. Formally:
where X is a set of states, and c * (x) is the optimal configuration from Equation 3 or Equation 5 (depends on the used AC algorithm).
VII. AUTONOMOUS CONTROL FOR TELEOPERATION
We evaluate performance of the AC algorithm (without tactile exploration) on a large dataset comprising of 8 different obstacles (some of them depicted in Fig. 5 ) in 3 types of environment (forest, stairs, hallway) with the robot driven by 3 different operators in both MC and AC modes 5 . Each of the traversals is repeated 3-10 times to allow for statistical evaluation. The operators driving the robot are denoted as E (Experienced), IE (InExperienced) and IE2 (InExperienced #2). The experiments cover more than 115 minutes of robot time during which the robot traveled over 775 meters.
Experiments in this section only show the results achieved with Regression Forests; other Q function representations were tested in [2] , [3] , and Uncertain Gaussian Processes were only tested together with the tactile exploration (see Section IX), since without TTE they performed worse than the Regression Forests (and for creating such a large dataset, we had to choose one method).
A. Training Procedure
The algorithm was trained in controlled lab conditions using two artificial obstacles created from EUR pallets 6 and a staircase. The first obstacle is just a single pallet and the second one is a simple simulated staircase composed from three pallets. 5 See the attached multimedia showing the test drives. 6 Type EUR 1: 800×1200×140 mm, see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ EUR-pallet We trained the QPDFs represented by RF (one QPDF per flipper configuration) using the algorithm described in Section V. Except the standard learning validation metrics, we also evaluated the success rate (Equation 8). We trained the RF QPDF model, and we accomplished a success rate of 97 % (which is shown in Fig. 6 ).
B. Testing Procedure
Each obstacle was traversed multiple times with both manual (MC) and autonomous flipper control (AC) using RFs following Equation 5 , and the sensed states contained naturally missing DEM features. We emphasize that the complexity of testing obstacles was selected in order to challenge robot hardware capabilities. See the examples in Fig. 5 and the elevation maps (DEM) of testing obstacles computed online by the robot in Table IIIb. There is an additional mode called TPV (Third Person View) in which the operator had not only the robot sensory data available, but he directly looked at the robot (thus having much more information than the robot can get). Except for the TPV mode, the operators were only allowed to drive the robot based on data coming from the robot sensors (3D map + robot pose from sensor fusion [36] ), which should accomplish a fair comparison of AC and MC. The TPV mode should be treated as a sort of baseline-it is not expected that AC or MC could be better than TPV in all aspects.
To compare AC and MC quality, three different metrics were proposed and evaluated: (i) traversal time (start and end points are defined spatially), (ii) a sum of pitch angle penalty and roughness of motion penalty, and (iii) the number of flipper configuration changes (which increases cognitive load of the operator in MC, and with the current manual controller, it also takes approx. 1 s to change the flipper configuration and the robot has to be stopped). Table IIIa and Table III show quantitative evaluation of some of the experiments. Table IIIa depicts Table IIIa) . Acceleration reflects the "roughness of motion" (the higher it is, the worse for the mechanical construction of the robot). It is computed as a 2 x + a 2 z and is averaged over 0.2 s intervals (where ax is the horizontal acceleration perpendicular to robot motion, and az is vertical acceleration with gravity subtracted). 
C. Results
It can be seen in Table III that the Time to finish with AC tends to be shorter or comparable to MC (and with TPV, it is even shorter, as expected). Subjectively, the operators report a much lower level of cognitive load when driving with AC, which means they can pay more attention to exploration or other tasks.
Penalties with AC are also mostly better or comparable to MC. The number of flipper configuration changes for AC is approximately 2-to 4-times higher than for MC. However, with AC, there is no time penalty for changing flipper configurations, and it also adds no more cognitive load to the operator.
From the experiments conducted it follows that AC yields similar or even better performance than MC. Furthermore, AC allows the operator to concentrate rather on higher-level tasks while having the tedious and low-level flipper control done automatically.
VIII. ROBUSTNESS TO MISSING EXTEROCEPTIVE DATA
In this experiment, we quantitatively evaluate robustness to the number of missing features for the various Q/QPDF representations. The robustness is presented as the relation between success rate and the number of synthetically occluded DEM bins.
The Regression Forests first compute the marginalized QPDFs as described in Section V, and then choose a configuration according to Equation 5 . The LSq interpolation/Gibbs sampling methods first interpolate or marginalize the missing data, then compute the Q function on the interpolated data and choose the configuration according to Equation 3 .
For this experiment, a dataset consisting of hundreds of captured robot states (interoceptive + full exteroceptive features) is used. The bipolar manual annotations s c,x are assigned to all state-action combinations. For i = 0 . . . 100, the set "states i " is generated from the dataset by occluding i DEM bins in each of the captured states x (the same manual annotation s c,x is used for all states x generated from x). To avoid combinatorial explosion, we did not try all combinations of i occluded bins. We chose to successively occlude DEM bins from the front of the robot, until i bins are occluded. Therefore, the dataset the robustness is tested on contains tens of thousands of different states. The success rate in Fig. 6 is computed as success rate(states i ) according to Equation 8 . Fig. 6 shows superiority of marginalizing methods over LSq interpolation. Up to a DEM occlusion level of 40 %, all methods behave comparably. The reasons are two-fold: (i) the part of the occluded DEM is far in front of the robot and there is no way to sense it from the proprioceptive measurements, (ii) the obstacle hidden in this part of DEM is usually far enough, therefore the V-shape configuration (the one for flat terrain) is still allowed in most of the testing data. When more than 40 % are hidden, success rate of the LSq interpolation method drops rapidly down towards 0.4 − 0.5 (i.e. 40 %-50 % of states in which the permitted configuration is selected) for both GP and PWC, while the marginalizing methods preserve high precision. The figure also demonstrates that the proposed Regression Forests provide better success rate than the previous methods [2] , [3] .
IX. TACTILE TERRAIN EXPLORATION
To compare the strategies for Tactile Terrain Exploration (TTE), we evaluate them on real (test) data with the front 50 % of the DEM synthetically occluded (since it is not easy to provide a sufficient amount of real examples with naturally missing features). Active exploration is simulated by revealing the already known DEM heights.
The performance of TTE strategies can be expressed as the average number of actively measured bin heights until a safe configuration is found. However, for this experiment, we let the exploration continue even if a safe configuration has already been found, to see how much further exploration helps.
For different QPDF models and TTE strategies, the relation between the number of measured heights and the success rate is depicted in Fig. 7 . An ideal QPDF model and strategy would achieve 100 % success rate with a single evaluated feature, i.e. the upperleft corner in Fig. 7 . The closer is the curve to this corner, the better is the method. Results with the lowest success rate were achieved with the GP-SE method (however, the ARD strategy yields a significant improvement). Better results were achieved by the GP-RQ method (for which the ARD strategy yields only small improvement compared to the Random strategy). The reason is that the RQ kernel allows for better generalization than the SE kernel. For less than 15 features actively evaluated (i.e. smaller safety thresholds), the GP-RQ method achieves higher success rate than the Regression Forest method with Random strategy. The best method in this comparison are Regression Forests combined with the RL strategy, which achieve the best success rate.
X. CONCLUSION
We extended the Autonomous Control algorithm [2] , [3] that increases autonomy in mobile robot control and reduces cognitive load of the operator. To deal with only partially observable terrain, missing or incorrect data, we (i) designed and experimentally verified a more occlusion-robust QPDF model, and (ii) we exploit a body-mounted robotic arm as an additional active sensor for Tactile Terrain Exploration. TTE is used in dangerous situations, where all actions have negative expected rewards. The previous methods have to choose one of the actions, even if the best expected reward is negative. By tactile exploration of the unobserved part of the terrain, the reward estimates get better and at least one of them should get positive if the terrain is traversable. Several TTE strategies were proposed and experimentally evaluated. We conclude that the overall highest success rate was achieved by combining Regression Forests with the RL strategy for the arm-based exploration of missing data.
